
The FMR33 ESC brings forward a ground-breaking new design utilising a 
Powerful 32bit ARM Cortex-M3 processor (@72Mhz) running brand new 
firmware developed from the ground up. The lightning fast processor ensures 
no input pulses are missed, even at extremely high RPMs.
  
Its bleeding edge features, including PWM frequency dithering and feed-
forward compensation, combined with a sophisticated commutation 
algorithm, generate unmatched motor control smoothness and linearity, 
without sacrificing punch.
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Made and Designed 
in Australia.
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 To reduce physical damage, mount the ESC on a soft pad

 The ESC has good airflow to assist with cooling

 That cables are no thicker than 16Awg. Thick cables can stress the pads.

 Signal GND leads are connected

 Signal and Signal GNDs are twisted pair to reduce noise

 Signal and Power polarity are correct

 After soldering that there are no cold solder joints

 It’s always a good idea to use a smoke stopper for initial power-up

 The ESC has been calibrated using motor tabs in your flight controller GUI

 Power is cycled if the comms protocol has changed

 The ESC has been calibrated after a comms protocol change

  Min throttle is set to at least 1060+

 Motors are spinning in the correct direction
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PRO TIpS
General

 To minimise noise issues, try to keep the signal leads as short as 
possible.

 Ensure you have good grounding (short and thick wire) between your 
FC and PDB (to minimise Signal-GND to Power-GND impedance).

 Ensure your batteries can handle high peak currents, and your 
regulator has enough overhead for any voltage sag. Why?? Because 
these ESC’s can draw huge currents (nearly 100A peaks during fast 
throttle transients).

Calibration – Make Sure props are OFF!
 Power the ESC with throttle at MAX position using motor tabs in your 

FC GUI

 Wait a few seconds (it’ll keep beeping).. Then drop to Min throttle 

 A successful calibration will result with the correct initialisation 
beeps

 To disable active braking at disarm, adjust the min command to 990 
after a 1000-2000 calibration.

Initialisation Beeps
 The beeping consists of two tones. A high and a low pitch tone. On 

power-on the ESC will give the following beeps:

Heartbeat
 The ESC will beep once every 10 seconds. This is an indication the 

unit is powered and receiving a valid Min throttle signal.

Error Beeps
 The ESC will emit beeps in-case of a fault. The codes are below.

 

Motor direction change
 Simply solder the ‘REV’ solder tab to change direction
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* Standard PWM  – High Low
* OneShot 125  – High High Low
* Oneshot 42 – High High High Low
* Multishot  – High High High High Low

* 3 fast beeps – Motor stalled and failed to re-start
* 6 fast beeps – ESC powered with throttle, or is seeing 

an invalid throttle signal
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SPECS
Features:

 72Mhz Arm Cortex MCU
 Plug and Play operation
 33 Amps continuous (with airflow), and up to 100A Burst (50mS)
 2 - 6S operation*
 True 10bit Input and Output Resolution 
 Auto-detect standard 1-2mS, oneShot125, oneShot42, multiShot
 Advanced motor timing algorithm
 Auto PWM frequency (12-36Khz)
 Active Braking
 Very fast throttle response
 Efficient motor commutation
 Very high RPM. 550,000 eRPM. (80,000RPM 14pole motor)
 Firmware upgradable

Caution!
 Any tweaking, adjusting, initial power-up or calibration, should be 

done with props off!
 After any crashes, thoroughly inspect the hardware to ensure there is 

no physical damage.
 After any crashes, use a smoke stopper to ensure the ESC’s are 

electrically ok.

Firmware updates
The firmware can be updated using a simple FTDI USB-SERIAL 
bridge. Connect to the negative (-), Rx and Tx pins only.
To read the current firmware revision and ESC status, simply 
connect the serial port to a terminal at 115200 Baud and cycle 
power to the ESC. 
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Specifications:
 Size: 32mm x 18mm x 4mm
 Weight: 3.4g
 Voltage: 8 – 25.2V
 *(220uF 35V input cap 

recommended for operation 
over 22Volts)
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